Learn how to turn ideas into strategy, and strategy into results for your team.

Company leaders have a vision, and the people executing on that vision have the skills to build something great. **The Project Manager is the central figure who brings it all together!** In this program, you’ll gain the skills and insights to become that central figure. Your Project Management certificate will distinquish you in the job market for this rapidly growing profession.

**You’ll learn from industry leaders about:**

- Nationally recognized frameworks for project management
- Project planning, resources leveraging and management of risk, quality, and expectations
- Project execution, monitoring/control, implementation/handover, DevOps, and project closure
- Programming using Python
- Cost behavior analysis, budgeting, cost volume-profit analysis, standard costs for control and product costing
- Psychological principles as they relate to the practical needs of the workplace

---

**Project Managers are in high demand, but very few new graduates possess the necessary skills to do the job. You will.**

---

**$116k** Median annual project manager salary across all industries in the US. (Project Management Institute)

**2.2M** Employers will need to fill some 2.2 million new project management-oriented roles each year through 2027. (Project Management Institute)

---

**Contact us**

Call Kate Teichman, Assistant Director of Admission, at 440.646.8360 or email her at kathleen.teichman@ursuline.edu.
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Project Management Certificate

Course Requirements

PM 101 - Introduction to Project Management
Explore the power of effective project management through two nationally recognized frameworks. Optional live sessions.

PM 201 - Project Planning
Gain a deep understanding of project planning, resources leveraging and management of risk, quality, and expectations. Optional live sessions.

PM 210 - Programming for Everyone I
Built in collaboration with Google, this course introduces you to Python programming. Optional live sessions.

PM 301 - Project Execution, Monitoring & Control, Implementation & Closure
Learn about project execution, monitoring/control, implementation/handover, DevOps, and project closure.

PMM 400 - Advanced Project Management - Practicum
Work in groups to manage a simulated project from scope to completion.

AC 325 – Cost Accounting
Learn about cost behavior analysis, budgeting, cost volume-profit analysis, standard costs for control and product costing.

PS 360 – Industrial-Organizational Psychology
Study of the application of psychological principles and theories to the practical needs of the workplace.

Great Minds

To create this Project Management certificate program, a consortium of colleges from across the country consulted with Fortune 500 companies, industry professionals, and leading academics, including:

• Harold Ainsworth, faculty member at University of Sydney & University of Newcastle, and an international consultant on project management.
• Dr. Bob Barnes, former Project Management instructor and Director of Business Development at Duke University's Pratt School of Engineering.
• Mala Sarat Chandra, a technology pioneer named one of the 25 most influential women in the development of the internet.
• Alexey Malashkevich, Founder, AgileCode, whose skill in building engineering teams gives him particular insight into the skills most valuable in today's technology workforce.
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